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“The growth of digital content and online viewing has led
internet-connected TVs to become increasingly popular

and further their market penetration, while 3D technology
continues to struggle to appeal to consumers, who are now

more likely to own a 4K TV than a 3D screen.”
– Sara Ballaben, Senior Technology Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Enhancing the perceived added value of 4K TVs
• The potential of white-label products

The value of the UK TV market is expected to decrease by 4% overall over the next five years, showing
a fluctuating trend determined by the impact of innovation cycles and major sporting events, which
foster sales initially but tend to slow down performance in the following years.

The growth of digital content and online viewing has led internet-connected TVs to become increasingly
popular and further their market penetration, while 3D technology continues to struggle to appeal to
consumers, who are now more likely to own a 4K TV than a 3D screen.

Despite this, price and content availability remain barriers to the adoption of Ultra HDTVs, with the
majority of those interested in purchasing one likely to postpone the purchase by at least six months
and many consumers still currently priced out of the middle to upper ends of the market.
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Polaroid partners with Google to enter 4K market
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Online viewing not a strong threat to secondary TV sets yet

Two in five owners have a smart TV
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Figure 40: Number of televisions in household, September 2015 and June 2016
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Two fifths of TV owners interested in upgrading to 4K
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Importance of picture quality could push adoption
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Brand-driven Followers
Figure 52: Target groups based on attitudes towards televisions, June 2016

Price-aware Tech Enthusiasts

Brand-driven Followers

Disengaged Traditionalists
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Value
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